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2mode as the target.
Phase{space displacements and squeezing together
close to a nite{dimensional group known as the Clif-
ford group [6, 9]. For n modes, the Cliord group is the
semidirect product group [Sp(2n;R)]HW(n) generated
by all Hamiltonians that are inhomogeneous quadratics





; i = 1; : : : ; ng. The
above unitary representation of the Cliord group is a
subgroup of all unitary transformations on n modes. As
such, they are insuÆcient to generate arbitrary unitary
transformations and thus cannot perform universal quan-
tum computation. The addition of a nonlinear operation
such as that provided by the 
(3)
, or optical Kerr, nonlin-
earity [10] suÆces, in principle, to perform universal CV
quantum computation, but is not feasible due to the lack
of suÆciently strong nonlinear materials with low absorp-
tion. However, as stressed by Lloyd and Braunstein [7],
any nonlinear coupling on a single mode could allow for
universal CV quantum computation, as opposed to the
qubit case where a nonlinear coupling between qubits is
required.
One is lead to ask whether measurements can be used
to induce a nonlinearity, following the related example
for qubit{based linear optics quantum computation [5].
First, we consider Cliord group transformations condi-
tioned on the results of projective value measurements
(PVMs) in the computational basis (i.e., von Neumann
measurements in the basis fjqi; q 2 Rg). As shown in [9],
such measurements and feed{forward are eÆciently sim-
ulatable on a classical computer and thus (under the as-
sumption that universal quantum computation is not ef-
ciently simulatable classically) are also insuÆcient for
universal quantum computation. These results also in-
clude a more realistic computational basis of nitely{
squeezed states and realistic homodyne measurement of
quadratures. Thus, in the following, we will consider
Cliord group transformations conditioned on homodyne
measurement to be part of our \linear optics".
Possibly, measurements in a dierent basis can be em-
ployed to induce a nonlinearity. Such a scheme has
been proposed (in the context of quantum computa-
tion with nite{dimensional qudits rather than CV) by
Gottesman et al [6] using measurement of photon num-
ber. Specically, these measurements are described by a
PVM f
n
= jnihnj; n = 0; 1; 2; : : :g for a single oscilla-




a^ with eigenvalue n. In what follows, we refer to
this PVM as the photon counting PVM. The scheme of
Gottesman et al is briey outlined as follows, and relies







The cubic phase state ji can be prepared using
squeezing, phase space displacement, and photon count-
ing. Consider the two{mode squeezed vacuum state
S
12
()j0i,  2 R, and a large momentum displace-
ment of the rst mode, to obtain the two{mode state




()j0i with w 2 R. By performing a
measurement of photon number (described by the photon
counting PVM) on the rst mode, a measurement result
of n photons projects the second mode of the pair into
a cubic phase state j
0
i to a good approximation if w is





. This state can be transformed into ji with
 of order unity using one{mode squeezing.
The cubic phase state can be used to implement a non-
linear transformation on an arbitrary state j i
i
of an op-
tical mode as follows [6]. A SUM
 1
ij
gate (see Eq. (1))
is executed with j i
i
as the control and ji
j
as the tar-
get. A position measurement is performed on the target,
























for a measurement outcome a. Invoking the Cliord
group transformation































) on j i
i
. The nonlinear transfor-
mation V

could be used in combination with Cliord
group operations to perform universal quantum compu-
tation over continuous variables.
What is fundamentally important about this result is
that all transformations involved, including (i) the prepa-
ration of the two{mode squeezed state, (ii) the trans-
formations needed to prepare ji, (iii) the SUM
 1
gate,
and (iv) the transformation U (a) (which is quadratic in
q^), are implementable using Cliord group (linear optics)
transformations. The key component that allows for the
nonlinearity is the measurement of photon number. In
the following, we argue that such a measurement pos-
sesses a \hidden" nonlinearity (i.e., the equivalent of an
optical Kerr or higher order nonlinearity), and we can
make this nonlinearity explicit.
The photon counting PVM employed by Gottesman
et al consists of projections in the Fock state basis
fjni; n = 0; 1; : : :g. For such a measurement to be per-
formed, one requires photodetectors that can measure
the number of photons in a mode; i.e., distinguish the
state jni from jn
0
i, n 6= n
0
. We refer to such a pho-
todetector as discriminating. However, such discriminat-
ing photodetectors do not exist [11]. All photodetectors
in current use eectively measure whether there are no
photons (n = 0), or at least one photon (n > 0) in a
mode [12]. (Note that a discriminating photodetector,
3on the other hand, must be able to count intrinsically in-
distinguishable photons, that is, propagating photons in
the same temporal, spatial and polarization mode [13].)
We refer to existing photodetectors as threshold detec-
tors, and a unit{eÆciency detector as an ideal threshold













I is the identity operator.
It is possible to use ITDs to distinguish up to nite k




















This measurement can be implemented by using linear
optics to couple the input mode to multiple ITD modes.
For example, one could use an array of beamsplitters to
distribute the photons of the input state over N modes
such that it is highly unlikely that more than one pho-
ton is in any of the N modes [5]. ITDs are then used
at each mode, and the probability of undercounting pho-
tons is at most k(k   1)=2N . For small k (as in qubit{
based linear optics quantum computation), the PVM of
Eq. (7) can be implemented with high probability by us-
ing a suÆciently large N . In a related fashion, the visual
light photon counter (VLPC) [14] has been constructed
to discriminate between one and two photons with a high
degree of condence, but the measurement does not cor-
respond to the photon counting PVM; rather the VLPC
is eective at distributing photons throughout the photo-
sensitive region, with localized regions acting as thresh-
old devices (as with standard photodetectors). In other
words, the single{mode input eld is distributed amongst
many localised modes in the photodetector, each region
operating as a threshold photodetector. Consequently
the VLPC has much in common with the proposed de-
tection of photons via arrays of beam splitters to split the
signal eld (as discussed above), with an ITD existing at
each output port.
Whereas the use of multiple ITDs and linear optics ap-
proximates a discriminating photodetector if the Hilbert
space can be truncated as in qubit{based linear optical
quantum computation, this scheme breaks down for CV
quantum computation. Without a priori knowledge of
the maximumnumber of photons in a mode (for CV, this
number is innite), one would require an innite number
of auxiliarymodes and ITDs. (Below, we discuss resource
issues even if the Hilbert space is truncated.) Thus, the
photon counting PVM cannot be performed using linear
optics and ITDs.
In order to implement the photon counting PVM, it is
illustrative to employ a model of photodetection based
on homodyne measurement and nonlinear optics. In this
model, a measurement of the phase shift in a probe eld
allows for a quantum non{demolition measurement of
photon number in the signal eld [15]. Consider the
probe eld to be a coherent state with large amplitude.
We interact this probe eld with an arbitrary signal eld












where  is proportional to the third{order nonlinear sus-
ceptibility. Homodyne measurement is then used to infer
the phase shift  in the probe eld. A particular value of
 gives the photon number n = = modulo N = 2=;
the periodicity of the phase does not give a true photon
number measurement [10]. This measurement projects





= (+2j)=; i.e., the measure-











To implement the photon counting PVM without is-
sues of periodicity, we can couple the signal eld to a
pointer with an unbounded domain, such as the posi-
tion q or momentum p of a probe. For example, the
radiation pressure on a mirror is proportional to the ux
of (monochromatic) photons that strike it, and a suitable











which is also nonlinear. For a probe eld initially in the
momentum eigenstate jp = 0i, after the interaction a
measurement of momentum p of the probe collapses the
signal eld into a number state with n = p=.
Thus, measurement of photon number can be de-
scribed as a nonlinear interaction plus homodyne mea-
surement. This result gives insight into the reason why
such measurements can induce a nonlinear transforma-
tion. Specically, this model of photon number measure-
ment is excluded from the conditions for eÆcient classical
simulation [9]. (It should be noted, however, that these
conditions are not necessary, only suÆcient.)
Naturally, one should be suspicious of the periodicity
involved in the rst measurement scheme (employing the
Kerr interaction of Eq. (8)) and also of the unbounded
nature of the second scheme (employing Eq. (9)). Any
physical realization of a CV quantum information process
must have nite energy, and thus the Hilbert space can
eectively be truncated at some highest energy with pho-
ton number n
max
. The issue of energy arises in the second
scheme as well, where the momentum increases without
bound and the energy is not bounded above or below.
Even before innite energy becomes an issue, a relativis-
tic description must be applied. Coupling to momentum
instead of the position does not eliminate these diÆcul-
ties: the displacement itself must also be bounded by the
physical boundaries of the laboratory. Truncation of the
Hilbert space is an option that, however, presents chal-
lenges [17]; for example, the system is no longer described
4by continuous variables but rather by large{dimensional
qudits.
An advantage of a truncated Hilbert space is that the
linear optics scheme involving a nite N ITD modes be-
comes well{dened. Implementing these photon count-
ing measurement schemes thus becomes a matter of re-
sources. Consider the linear optics measurement scheme
for maximum photon number n
max
. The probability of
undercounting k photons is at most k(k 1)=2N forN the
number of ITD modes. Thus, for a xed probability of
undercounting, the required number of ITD modes scales
as N / n
2
max
, although detector ineÆciencies somewhat
complicate the issue [12]. For the (nonlinear) photon
number measurement scheme involving the Kerr inter-
action of Eq. (8), however, one does not require addi-
tional modes or detectors so this quadratic scaling does
not apply. All that is needed for the Kerr interaction




. Similar resolution arguments apply to the
position{pointer scheme. Thus, even if one were to con-
sider a truncated Hilbert space, it may be more practical
to employ a nonlinear measurement scheme rather than
a multimode ITD scheme. For true CV quantum compu-
tation, however, multiple ITD arrays cannot suÆce, and
nonlinearity is a necessary component of photon number
measurement.
Despite the nonlinear nature of photodetection, the
scheme of Gottesman et al has a considerable advantage
over the use of nonlinear interactions directly. Specif-
ically, their scheme can be used to remove the use of
nonlinear materials from the computation and utilize
them only in the preparation of cubic phase states. In
other words, the photon number measurement can be
performed \oine", and the cubic phase states can be
viewed as a quantum resource to be prepared prior to
the computation. This way, the states used in the the
computation need not pass through any optical Kerr non-
linearities with their high absorption, thus avoiding the
loss associated with using such materials. Also, if the pro-
cedure for producing cubic phase states possesses noise
or other sources of error, imperfect cubic phase states
can be puried to produce a smaller number of states
with higher delity [6]. Again, an advantage is that this
purication can be done oine and is not part of the
computation. This concept is similar to the linear op-
tics quantum computation scheme of Knill et al, where
the \diÆcult" gates are implemented oine on suitable
ancilla states and then quantum teleported onto the en-
coded states when needed. In our scheme, one simply
prepares a suÆcient number of cubic phase states prior
to the computation, and the entire process may then oc-
cur using only linear optics and homodyne measurement.
In summary, we have shown that universal CV quan-
tum computation can be obtained using linear optics
(phase{space displacements and squeezing), homodyne
measurement with classical feed{forward, and a realiza-
tion of the photon counting PVM. We describe the PVM
for current (ideal) photodetectors, and demonstrate that
such detectors cannot be used to implement the pho-
ton counting PVM with linear optics alone. This photon
counting PVM carries with it an implicit nonlinearity,
and we discuss how it can be implemented in a CV sys-
tem using a Kerr interaction (or another nonlinear Hamil-
tonian) and homodyne measurement. The resource re-
quirements of this measurement scheme compared with
using linear optics and current photodetectors are out-
lined. Finally, an advantage of this scheme is its use in
the nonlinear gate of Gottesman et al, which removes the
nonlinear operations from the computation and reduces
them to \oine" preparation of ancilla states. These re-
sults place the implementation of strong nonlinear CV
quantum gates, and thus universal CV quantum compu-
tation, in the realm of experimental accessibility.
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